
Cookie Name Cookie ID Lifespan Hostname Default Category Default Description

OptanonAlertBoxClosed 27a7c319-d55f-4933-b3e2-ebcd3ab6ed63 PERSISTENT .netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

This cookie is set by websites using certain versions of the cookie law compliance solution from 
OneTrust.  It is set after visitors have seen a cookie information notice and in some cases only when 
they actively close the notice down.  It enables the website not to show the message more than once to 
a user.  The cookie has a one year lifespan and contains no personal information.

OptanonConsent c8cff9ec-edf8-47e8-8f36-738aef09e8bc PERSISTENT .netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

This cookie is set by the cookie compliance solution from OneTrust. It stores information about the 
categories of cookies the site uses and whether visitors have given or withdrawn consent for the use of 
each category. This enables site owners to prevent cookies in each category from being set in the users 
browser, when consent is not given. The cookie has a normal lifespan of one year, so that returning 
visitors to the site will have their preferences remembered. It contains no information that can identify 
the site visitor.

6suuid b4c8426d-6e59-4e3e-927b-c508374548b5 PERSISTENT 6sc.co Targeting Cookies Registers user behaviour and navigation on the website, and any interaction with active campaigns. This 
is used for optimizing advertisement and for efficient retargeting.

lang c077fac7-068b-4ab4-a83f-452ccfac8b64 SESSION ads.linkedin.com Targeting Cookies There are many different types of cookies associated with this name, and a more detailed look at how it 
is used on a particular website is generally recommended.  However, in most cases it will likely be used 
to store language preferences, potentially to serve up content in the stored language.

XSRF-TOKEN 731086c5-d6b7-486b-96a4-85c2febbd9f5 SESSION app.egghead.io Unknown This cookie is written to help with site security in preventing Cross-Site Request Forgery attacks.

QSI_SI_xxx_intercept b50cca0d-f844-43b5-9688-6c10c30437a9 PERSISTENT app.netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

Determines if Qualtrics website feedback pop-up was this helpful should display on repeated user visits. 
Expires based on Intercept settings otherwise perisistent.

cookietest 2a0b0216-ac27-4d1e-8d9f-8f94b8f547c6 SESSION app.netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

Common cookie name could have a number of different origins.  Where this is first party and a session 
cookie, its most likely to do with checking to see if the browser is set to block or allow cookies.Common 
cookie name could have a number of different origins.  Where this is first party and a session cookie, its 
most likely to do with checking to see if the browser is set to block or allow cookies.

dd_cookie_test_ a9d8b3b4-865f-4e51-801f-f3ee1942bd90 PERSISTENT app.netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

dd_cookie_test

amp_cookie_test 47595fd8-e5a8-40b3-abaa-d31ee68e2896 SESSION app.netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

These cookies are used by Amplitude for session tracking for analytics purposes.

_hjIncludedInPageviewSample c9d257d3-6ca1-497a-931b-24fa38014824 PERSISTENT app.netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

This cookie is set to let Hotjar know whether that visitor is included in the data sampling defined by your 
site's pageview limit.

_dd_s 20f02779-a799-4173-acc6-65bd15615cde PERSISTENT app.netlify.com Targeting Cookies This is an analytical cookie used to store data related to the performance of the website.  

ring-session 81cedda8-4818-4b62-a7a6-b20c588b7b12 PERSISTENT circleci.com Unknown The ring-session cookie is used as an authentication mechanism for visitors on CircleCI. This means that 
when a user logs in to app.circleci.com on their browser, a ring-session cookie is then used as a secure 
way to identify that user as they navigate the site, with some of the underlying APIs relying on this to 
determine what resources and projects they have access to.

cookietest 60568461-cf4d-472e-b85e-2b80f2cd26b0 SESSION d33wubrfki0l68.
cloudfront.net

Unknown Common cookie name could have a number of different origins.  Where this is first party and a session 
cookie, its most likely to do with checking to see if the browser is set to block or allow cookies.Common 
cookie name could have a number of different origins.  Where this is first party and a session cookie, its 
most likely to do with checking to see if the browser is set to block or allow cookies.

dd_cookie_test_ 6a13573c-50b5-44eb-a5c7-1879e0c64926 PERSISTENT docs.netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

dd_cookie_test

drift_aid b9ad063d-80f1-46e1-a15f-7081d6edc471 PERSISTENT docs.netlify.com Targeting Cookies This is the anonymous identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with the profile within 
the Drift system. This allows Drift to remember the information that this site visitor has provided 
through the chat on subsequent site visits.



Cookie Name Cookie ID Lifespan Hostname Default Category Default Description

drift_campaign_refresh 69b2a20d-61bf-4f18-8870-cdaa0ee0dd17 PERSISTENT docs.netlify.com Targeting Cookies This is the session identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with a current website 
session within the Drift system. This is enables session-specific features, such as popping up a messaging 
only once during a 30 minute session as to prevent a disruptive experience.

driftt_aid 1e74e609-dd3c-4524-bc83-f2bd8287ea0f PERSISTENT docs.netlify.com Targeting Cookies This is the anonymous identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with the profile within 
the Drift system. This allows Drift to remember the information that this site visitor has provided 
through the chat on subsequent site visits.

_dd_s 6d541d77-4087-4af5-a29b-2839f23555f1 PERSISTENT docs.netlify.com Targeting Cookies This is an analytical cookie used to store data related to the performance of the website.  

_gd############# a5897b1d-59c2-4040-987f-9a486984e613 PERSISTENT docs.netlify.com Functional Cookies This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

_an_uid 0f855439-9c03-46be-adbc-c74858d0ac3e PERSISTENT docs.netlify.com Unknown Registers user behaviour and navigation on the website, and any interaction with active campaigns. This 
is used for optimizing advertisement and for efficient etargeting.

_c_ ca44cc51-3a1d-4fb7-901a-7d4251552d00 SESSION docs.netlify.com Unknown

_egghead-session-disco-duck 7bff2a07-7ade-43af-b549-652ee4d2b0bf SESSION egghead.io Unknown

cf_use_ob b4addfb8-f073-467b-8712-49b37b9567de PERSISTENT forms-na1.
hsforms.com

Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

This cookie is associated with sites using CloudFlare.  It is used to improve page load times and to 
override any security restrictions based on the visitors IP address.  It does not contain any user 
identification information. 

__cf_bm a05f4877-7f96-4ace-afb8-c6990bc041b9 PERSISTENT g2crowd.com Targeting Cookies The __cf_bm cookie is a cookie necessary to support Cloudflare Bot Management, currently in private 
beta. As part of our bot management service, this cookie helps manage incoming traffic that matches 
criteria associated with bots.
This is a CloudFoundry cookie

_gh_sess 01922c23-86ca-47db-b14f-987923eef513 SESSION github.com Functional Cookies This cookie is used for temporary application and framework state between pages like what step the 
user is on in a multiple step form.

_octo 5aad83be-63ca-4fde-b9eb-2e54e128766f PERSISTENT github.com Functional Cookies This cookie is used for session management including caching of dynamic content, conditional feature 
access, support request metadata, and first party analytics.

logged_in 6760da3f-1746-4ec9-9642-d99e07765656 PERSISTENT github.com Functional Cookies Checks the logged-in cookie if the previous auth cookie could not be validated and parsed

__cf_bm f4ec95b0-0eda-438d-adb9-a3ad2e3f1968 PERSISTENT hubspot.com Targeting Cookies The __cf_bm cookie is a cookie necessary to support Cloudflare Bot Management, currently in private 
beta. As part of our bot management service, this cookie helps manage incoming traffic that matches 
criteria associated with bots.
This is a CloudFoundry cookie

_an_uid 84a5bd9f-36dc-44ed-a215-e47bc8d656e8 PERSISTENT j.6sc.co Social Media 
Cookies

Registers user behaviour and navigation on the website, and any interaction with active campaigns.
This is used for optimizing advertisement and for efficient etargeting.

_gd############# 0673d728-5a77-4795-8fa7-6434f9fc962b PERSISTENT j.6sc.co Performance 
Cookies

This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

_gd_session 71973f25-26bd-409a-b31e-fcd945041194 PERSISTENT j.6sc.co Performance 
Cookies

This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

_gd_svisitor 358dc0e4-e9d8-4a2d-b8d6-ecd95ae1df4b PERSISTENT j.6sc.co Performance 
Cookies

This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.



Cookie Name Cookie ID Lifespan Hostname Default Category Default Description

_gd_visitor 10960d9e-8a23-44bf-838a-edcd9c695a1e PERSISTENT j.6sc.co Performance 
Cookies

This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

driftt_aid 2cfa39d8-7218-45e1-b1f6-c155df45894f PERSISTENT js.driftt.com Targeting Cookies This is the anonymous identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with the profile within 
the Drift system. This allows Drift to remember the information that this site visitor has provided 
through the chat on subsequent site visits.

drift_campaign_refresh 8e72538c-b3e9-4676-884b-0cb3346a7dd0 PERSISTENT js.driftt.com Targeting Cookies This is the session identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with a current website 
session within the Drift system. This is enables session-specific features, such as popping up a messaging 
only once during a 30 minute session as to prevent a disruptive experience.

drift_aid d429d960-63c6-47e5-b0a2-aef7b438de32 PERSISTENT js.driftt.com Targeting Cookies This is the anonymous identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with the profile within 
the Drift system. This allows Drift to remember the information that this site visitor has provided 
through the chat on subsequent site visits.

crumb 44b0fd81-1375-4772-bd52-e47af6034900 SESSION ladybug.dev Unknown This cookie is associated with SquareSpace.  It is used to ensure a visitor's browsing security. by 
preventing cross-site request forgery (CSRF).  

AnalyticsSyncHistory 78e76462-5e29-44be-8f4d-8e222b8cb911 PERSISTENT linkedin.com Targeting Cookies Used to store information about the time a sync took place with the lms_analytics cookie

bcookie fd3ae6b4-b015-4365-81c6-7ae0540c115c PERSISTENT linkedin.com Targeting Cookies This is a Microsoft MSN 1st party cookie for sharing the content of the website via social media.

lang 9f294e29-0d9d-44fb-ab1e-ecfc7e2155ab SESSION linkedin.com Targeting Cookies There are many different types of cookies associated with this name, and a more detailed look at how it 
is used on a particular website is generally recommended.  However, in most cases it will likely be used 
to store language preferences, potentially to serve up content in the stored language.

li_gc 143ca22e-f4bd-4d50-ac5f-3f0d703dd5d3 PERSISTENT linkedin.com Targeting Cookies Used to store consent of guests regarding the use of cookies for non-essential purposes 

li_sugr b366ec36-8150-4291-9c5f-34c33900a915 PERSISTENT linkedin.com Targeting Cookies Used to make a probabilistic match of a user's identity outside the Designated Countries

lidc 63cec050-f178-4b38-b673-57a6e24486e2 PERSISTENT linkedin.com Targeting Cookies This is a Microsoft MSN 1st party cookie that ensures the proper functioning of this website.

UserMatchHistory 5ecb8999-3d3e-4dc2-94ce-f04913f39cb0 PERSISTENT linkedin.com Targeting Cookies This cookie is used to track visitors so that more relevant ads can be presented based on the visitor's 
preferences.

ln_or 39d43f96-13d3-4ad4-ba04-dd627014a4f8 PERSISTENT matterday.netlify.
com

Performance 
Cookies

This cookie is set be LinkedIn. This cookie registers statistical data on users' behaviour on the website.

_gd_visitor 46c1462a-5148-4128-8e61-ff3ce9845d51 PERSISTENT matterday.netlify.
com

Functional Cookies This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

_gd_svisitor a8e00fa9-dd41-454b-abea-51cd83dbb4c8 PERSISTENT matterday.netlify.
com

Functional Cookies This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

_gd_session 15073591-f9cd-4a63-aaa9-a89982d4f3b5 PERSISTENT matterday.netlify.
com

Functional Cookies This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

_an_uid 0747f415-3918-4056-a91e-78c25b6fbf68 PERSISTENT matterday.netlify.
com

Targeting Cookies Presents the user with relevant content and advertisement. The service is provided by third-party 
advertisement hubs, which facilitate real-time bidding for advertisers.

_hjIncludedInPageviewSample 4cb7b820-7459-4196-821c-e2a6fd798064 PERSISTENT matterday.netlify.
com

Performance 
Cookies

This cookie is set to let Hotjar know whether that visitor is included in the data sampling defined by your 
site's pageview limit.

_gid 8b7dd395-e13b-4372-b6b1-4cec84e31c9f PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. This appears to be a new cookie and as 
of Spring 2017 no information is available from Google.  It appears to store and update a unique value 
for each page visited._gid



Cookie Name Cookie ID Lifespan Hostname Default Category Default Description

_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress 04b27256-be7b-40e5-a45d-8903822f0aec PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

This cookie is used by HotJar to detect the first pageview session of a user. This is a True/False flag set 
by the cookie.

_hjFirstSeen d22d7259-83df-421d-b503-7d9746fd0cb1 PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

Identifies a new user's first session on a website, indicating whether or not Hotjar's seeing this user for 
the first time.

_hjIncludedInSessionSample_3115010 229a0aa0-56f0-40f8-b850-df0097b5d5bd PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

_hjIncludedInSessionSample_3123140 2d9865c8-ce72-40ff-908d-d06f12fa50f2 PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

_hjSession_xxxxxx 80c99172-0123-4662-ac26-ca3b87fd2b7c PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

A cookie that holds the current session data. This ensues that subsequent requests within the session 
window will be attributed to the same Hotjar session.

_hjSessionUser_xxxxxx 1de226d0-9293-4d47-aeba-9b32a2a1086b PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

Hotjar cookie that is set when a user first lands on a page with the Hotjar script. It is used to persist the 
Hotjar User ID, unique to that site on the browser. This ensures that behavior in subsequent visits to the 
same site will be attributed to the same user ID.

_hjTLDTest ec64a33e-325b-4e7c-afe2-69ebb1f1a944 SESSION netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

When the Hotjar script executes we try to determine the most generic cookie path we should use, 
instead of the page hostname. This is done so that cookies can be shared across subdomains (where 
applicable). To determine this, we try to store the _hjTLDTest cookie for different URL substring 
alternatives until it fails. After this check, the cookie is removed.

_initial_landing_page f3636e67-28a2-417f-8cb6-b60feb362852 PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

_initial_referrer 0c91cf74-595c-450e-9016-50239141b9d5 PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

_lead_source fd5cdc30-7f0e-4ba4-a9dc-59bce93edffe PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

_previous_page 6f967397-668e-475b-8ee3-b4741f8d63ed PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

_px3 e80eba23-85ae-4a50-b85a-8bf9c46ec63f PERSISTENT netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

This period shows the length of the period at which a service can store and/or read certain data from 
your computer by using a cookie, a pixel,  an API, cookieless tracking, or other resources. 

_pxTestCookie b2f57d66-4835-412f-a310-3cb58a3676ed SESSION netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

This cookie is used to distinguish between humans and bots.

_pxvid 252d2eb1-f0cc-4a7b-8ad6-399e85bb1e6b PERSISTENT netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

To provide protection against hackers

_recent_lead_source c342af67-d021-4ede-bf29-f7749575b341 PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

ajs_anonymous_id 0cd9f45d-572e-43f7-a5d1-f23bcc432d32 PERSISTENT netlify.com Functional Cookies These cookies are generally used for Analytics and help count how many people visit a certain site by 
tracking if you have visited before. This cookie has a lifespan of 1 year.

ajs_user_id 65b4e24a-46ff-4845-a0b8-50216acecb5d PERSISTENT netlify.com Targeting Cookies This cookie helps track visitor usage, events, target marketing, and can also measure application 
performance and stability. Cookies in this domain have lifespan of 1 year.

amp_ 94cd5b4f-4602-494a-804c-485305c8917b PERSISTENT netlify.com Targeting Cookies Supports Amplitude product analytics.

amp_cookie_test 8a450f2f-4ab1-419a-a2c8-f5ebfb24e031 PERSISTENT netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

These cookies are used by Amplitude for session tracking for analytics purposes.

amplitude_testnetlify.com 2d86d03a-d9f8-4382-ae16-069bffe8ef06 PERSISTENT netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

cb%3Atest 2a67adc4-64e7-46cb-90b0-041bef4f7309 PERSISTENT netlify.com Targeting Cookies



Cookie Name Cookie ID Lifespan Hostname Default Category Default Description

cb_anonymous_id 2eab61d2-233f-4bb5-abd9-008fe951435c PERSISTENT netlify.com Targeting Cookies A cookie used by Clearbit to keep track of a user anonymously 

cb_group_id 2e8620e6-4e6e-483b-ad04-fa9e5daa16b6 PERSISTENT netlify.com Targeting Cookies Tracks page views and traits for Clearbit.

cb_user_id 2d1a83de-9b4d-498f-8618-666ebd6df164 PERSISTENT netlify.com Targeting Cookies Collects data on visitors. This information is used to assign visitors into segments, making website 
advertisement more relevant.

__hssc dc355a33-7ca1-4b04-86b1-ce45143c01b4 PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

This cookie name is associated with websites built on the HubSpot platform.  It is reported by them as 
being used for website analytics.

__hssrc da54347c-c02f-4151-836f-3aa0b7cbc7cc SESSION netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

This cookie name is associated with websites built on the HubSpot platform. It is reported by them as 
being used for website analytics.

__hstc 386cb087-869c-4ad7-a213-0b7e87f005fa PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

This cookie name is associated with websites built on the HubSpot platform. It is reported by them as 
being used for website analytics.

__ssid 0400bd58-deb0-406c-85e9-b61a63cbfd46 PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

__tld__ c4dff10d-c3d9-4ec0-9b67-f2dc9a682bf0 SESSION netlify.com Functional Cookies From Segment Analytics.js library; this cookie helps to figure out a top-level domain for a user.__tld__

_ga 51e5de7a-692b-4c51-abf5-f6eef8231419 PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics - which is a significant update to Google's 
more commonly used analytics service. This cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a 
randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page request in a site and used 
to calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports.  By default it is set to 
expire after 2 years, although this is customisable by website owners._ga

_ga_xxxxxxx 4083b668-1588-40dc-9af2-3d4b7207a409 PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

Google uses these cookies to distinguish users and track sessions 

_gat_gtag_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 524fefdd-9607-4d75-aa13-704662e38962 PERSISTENT netlify.com Targeting Cookies Google Analytics

_gat_UA- 3a49ffca-991b-4ab6-9ea5-2104899d10b0 PERSISTENT netlify.com Targeting Cookies Google Analytics Cookies

_gclxxxx bcb26e22-f202-49a8-91ce-67e5a00bb807 PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

Google conversion tracking cookie

_cio fd4a3254-1ff0-4d4d-a557-c22afae9ecf6 PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

_cioanonid 3e7644c8-41ba-475a-88a3-4f82c6a35db6 PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

Provide technical functions

_current_page a21a7d2d-2377-4e95-af1f-d47b87d745f4 PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

_dc_gtm_UA-xxxxxxxx fa34fa2c-f29e-4594-915a-e7443538d5dd PERSISTENT netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

This cookie is associated with sites using Google Tag Manager to load other scripts and code into a page.  
Where it is used it may be regarded as Strictly Necessary as without it, other scripts may not function 
correctly. The end of the name is a unique number which is also an identifier for an associated Google 
Analytics account.

_tldtest_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx c2cb4917-cee8-46c0-a0d4-3dbb5be334be SESSION netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

Amplitude

pfjs%3Acookies 73c5b7f1-0ee9-4c0a-b5c7-986f31bf45ea PERSISTENT netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

Collects data on the user's visits to the website, such as the number of visits, average time spent on the 
website and what pages have been loaded with the purpose of generating reports for optimizing the 
website content.

hubspotutk de5982ac-0012-49ce-b5e9-b65b7ec8c442 PERSISTENT netlify.com Functional Cookies This cookie name is associated with websites built on the HubSpot platform.  HubSpot report that its 
purpose is user authentication. As a persistent rather than a session cookie it cannot be classified as 
Strictly Necessary.



Cookie Name Cookie ID Lifespan Hostname Default Category Default Description

pxcts a52eeab3-624c-458f-b3d5-72f726728763 SESSION netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

cookietest 4ea1c79c-dc46-44c7-9944-d41a0c8e4dd1 SESSION open-api.netlify.
com

Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

Common cookie name could have a number of different origins.  Where this is first party and a session 
cookie, its most likely to do with checking to see if the browser is set to block or allow cookies.Common 
cookie name could have a number of different origins.  Where this is first party and a session cookie, its 
most likely to do with checking to see if the browser is set to block or allow cookies.

ln_or da4773ef-a085-453f-b0cd-f5467d4ce15b PERSISTENT partnerhub.netlify.
com

Performance 
Cookies

This cookie is set be LinkedIn. This cookie registers statistical data on users' behaviour on the website.

_an_uid 479fd3d6-7d60-42ef-a35a-1ad0292f7272 PERSISTENT partnerhub.netlify.
com

Targeting Cookies Presents the user with relevant content and advertisements.  The service is provided by third-party 
advertisement hubs, which faciliate real-time bidding for advertisers. 

_gd_session 0489ea32-4006-4e6d-8363-878b165c1e34 PERSISTENT partnerhub.netlify.
com

Functional Cookies This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

_gd_svisitor d0c3ba4b-5fa6-48e9-8029-52b0599c1f79 PERSISTENT partnerhub.netlify.
com

Functional Cookies This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

_gd_visitor beb962b4-7db3-4eb7-9660-2a4d83d2d333 PERSISTENT partnerhub.netlify.
com

Functional Cookies This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

_hjIncludedInPageviewSample 80026ac6-eb85-4ff2-94a6-92fe003d37ae PERSISTENT partnerhub.netlify.
com

Performance 
Cookies

This cookie is set to let Hotjar know whether that visitor is included in the data sampling defined by your 
site's pageview limit.

_hjIncludedInPageviewSample 14bff52b-30eb-448a-a547-314d6f636c83 PERSISTENT remotelyinterestin
g.netlify.com

Performance 
Cookies

This cookie is set to let Hotjar know whether that visitor is included in the data sampling defined by your 
site's pageview limit.

_gd_visitor b44f549f-c77f-4f74-8d4e-c29ae803f0d2 PERSISTENT remotelyinterestin
g.netlify.com

Functional Cookies This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

_gd_svisitor bfb9427c-0b7c-43be-aa53-b36c538c3d60 PERSISTENT remotelyinterestin
g.netlify.com

Functional Cookies This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

_gd_session ba9ec1f9-dd17-406f-a3a7-eafca1529a07 PERSISTENT remotelyinterestin
g.netlify.com

Functional Cookies This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

_an_uid ef069c18-5ef7-4fd6-8c0a-1ca776776ce7 PERSISTENT remotelyinterestin
g.netlify.com

Targeting Cookies Presents the user with relevant content and advertisement. The service is provided by third-party 
advertisement hubs, which facilitate real-time bidding for advertisers.

ln_or a213d566-7970-420f-a4ad-e1f3dbfdf206 PERSISTENT remotelyinterestin
g.netlify.com

Performance 
Cookies

This cookie is set be LinkedIn. This cookie registers statistical data on users' behaviour on the website.

_hjIncludedInPageviewSample 08fe46d2-cbc2-4a2a-ba3f-535475946b7d PERSISTENT script.hotjar.com Performance 
Cookies

This cookie is set to let Hotjar know whether that visitor is included in the data sampling defined by your 
site's pageview limit.

_hjIncludedInSessionSample f59d06ad-4fa9-452b-9fd9-ccc34b4e3f7f PERSISTENT script.hotjar.com Performance 
Cookies

This cookie is set to let Hotjar know whether that visitor is included in the data sampling defined by your 
site's daily session limit.

ln_or c1ceb201-02ed-4dbf-9434-b516ea20dc35 PERSISTENT snap.licdn.com Targeting Cookies Used to determine if Oribi analytics can be carried out on a specific domain 

muc_ads 2ee6a513-178f-4d3d-808e-4458b97c391f PERSISTENT t.co Targeting Cookies Collects data on user behaviour and interaction in order to optimize the website and make 
advertisement on the website more relevant.



Cookie Name Cookie ID Lifespan Hostname Default Category Default Description

_session_id ede94a25-99fe-401f-8174-0e41a0a1b127 PERSISTENT tracking.g2crowd.
com

Performance 
Cookies

This cookie creates an interim session ID used as an in-session user ID.

personalization_id 1e2becc2-e276-4dbf-83ac-51d37463234b PERSISTENT twitter.com Targeting Cookies This domain is owned by Twitter. The main business activity is: Social Networking Services. Where 
twitter acts as a third party host, it collects data through a range of plug-ins and integrations, that is 
primarily used for tracking and targeting.

guest_id c2c2147f-ceee-408a-9edc-81fbb2ff0c8a PERSISTENT twitter.com Targeting Cookies This cookie is set by Twitter to identify and track the website visitor. 

guest_id_ads 349b300e-c711-45a4-8a9b-b18b5e8532a3 PERSISTENT twitter.com Targeting Cookies This cookie is set due to Twitter integration and sharing capabilities for the social media

guest_id_marketing fc03765c-8ce1-4a46-95aa-457e150b42e4 PERSISTENT twitter.com Targeting Cookies This cookie is set by Twitter to identify and track the website visitor.

ugid 23c7f46e-e450-4866-816e-dc1330906182 PERSISTENT unsplash.com Functional Cookies This cookie is set by the provider Unsplash. This cookie is used for enabling the video content on the 
website.

PHPSESSID 73beb1b0-00b8-435a-b5d5-5635a2ce80ee SESSION www.
coffeeeternal.com

Unknown PHP session cookie associated with embedded content from this domain.

_GRECAPTCHA eb1e2ed9-3366-44e7-9347-e7c53917e2a2 PERSISTENT www.google.com Functional Cookies reCAPTCHA Enterprise sets a necessary cookie when executed for the purpose of providing spam 
protection.  

bscookie 0ec06a6e-a1d3-4920-9fe4-35f3cd9fd914 PERSISTENT www.linkedin.com Targeting Cookies Used by the social networking service, LinkedIn, for tracking the use of embedded services.

drift_aid 038dc2ab-4fff-4ea2-99c0-dcfe3c61a80d PERSISTENT www.netlify.com Targeting Cookies This is the anonymous identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with the profile within 
the Drift system. This allows Drift to remember the information that this site visitor has provided 
through the chat on subsequent site visits.

drift_campaign_refresh 2e901a9b-2ad1-427c-b902-ee4b640b3a33 PERSISTENT www.netlify.com Targeting Cookies This is the session identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with a current website 
session within the Drift system. This is enables session-specific features, such as popping up a messaging 
only once during a 30 minute session as to prevent a disruptive experience.

dd_cookie_test_ 613d379f-6f00-4b03-95fd-adc7c5ec33bb PERSISTENT www.netlify.com Strictly Necessary 
Cookies

dd_cookie_test

driftt_aid ae69bd0f-7ddc-4c95-af71-957f8ca38a2d PERSISTENT www.netlify.com Targeting Cookies This is the anonymous identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with the profile within 
the Drift system. This allows Drift to remember the information that this site visitor has provided 
through the chat on subsequent site visits.

nf_ab 114372bc-06e5-4229-96fa-f39f7ca3b300 PERSISTENT www.netlify.com Unknown

ln_or 977126af-7362-44e9-94d9-80a72a67a22b PERSISTENT www.netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

Used to determine if Oribi analytics can be carried out on a specific domain 

_hjIncludedInPageviewSample 926f369a-6f44-4a80-beb4-8774da3dc821 PERSISTENT www.netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

This cookie is set to let Hotjar know whether that visitor is included in the data sampling defined by your 
site's pageview limit.

_hjIncludedInSessionSample 5c613dab-9fa0-4a03-9c86-648dee8f6cf6 PERSISTENT www.netlify.com Performance 
Cookies

This cookie is set to let Hotjar know whether that visitor is included in the data sampling defined by your 
site's daily session limit.

_an_uid 95aa81eb-6a5b-455a-bf7f-b4ebdbd5421b PERSISTENT www.netlify.com Unknown Registers user behaviour and navigation on the website, and any interaction with active campaigns. This 
is used for optimizing advertisement and for efficient etargeting.

_gd_session 85a2eafb-8383-43b4-a5b4-29ef98829234 PERSISTENT www.netlify.com Functional Cookies This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

_gd############# dae63166-d791-4d9b-ad28-5ab190474f9c PERSISTENT www.netlify.com Functional Cookies This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.



Cookie Name Cookie ID Lifespan Hostname Default Category Default Description

_dd_s 8e585e78-0ce7-47b3-b12d-b2d9c9b3fdfa PERSISTENT www.netlify.com Unknown This is an analytical cookie from Datadog that is used to store data related to the performance of the 
website. 

_gd_svisitor 27e43efe-0f3c-4719-94dc-19c14021ecda PERSISTENT www.netlify.com Functional Cookies This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

_gd_visitor 60e8f40b-9f2a-4487-a47e-878144d61052 PERSISTENT www.netlify.com Functional Cookies This cookie contains no identifying information and is used for diagnostic purposes by Impact Radius, a 
service we use to track signup commissions for our affiliate program. We have categorized it under 
Functionality because it is necessary for the operation of our affiliate program.

DEVICE_INFO 4c730835-9567-4c16-9089-d920c0255585 PERSISTENT youtube.com Targeting Cookies Youtube

CONSENT 5e86727a-d5b5-407e-8f1d-1650c72bb9d1 PERSISTENT youtube.com Targeting Cookies This cookie carries out information about how the end user uses the website and any advertising that 
the end user may have seen before visiting the said website.

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE a933fb40-6f8a-4ef5-b70e-9932a456eed8 PERSISTENT youtube.com Targeting Cookies This cookie is set by Youtube to keep track of user preferences for Youtube videos embedded in sites;it 
can also determine whether the website visitor is using the new or old version of the Youtube interface.

YSC 5154bbb4-dbc3-4e69-b284-b34ab6204c5d SESSION youtube.com Targeting Cookies Cookie used to store and track user interaction 


